Mining temporal assertions from time-series data using information theory to filter real properties from incidental ones is a practically significant challenge. The problem is complex for continuous or hybrid systems because the degrees of influence on a consequent from a timed-sequence of predicates (called its prefix sequence), varies continuously over dense time intervals. We propose a parameterized method that uses interval arithmetic for flexibly learning prefix sequences having influence on a defined consequent over various time scales and predicates over system variables.
Time-series data accounts for a large fraction of the world's data. The data constitutes a recording of a continuously evolving phenomenon. Most biological and cyber-physical systems produce such data. The study of patterns in time-series data has played a key role in improving our understanding of how these systems behave. Given a trace of a system as time-series data, it is useful to derive succinct human-intelligible descriptions of explanations for observable events in the data as temporal properties that are satisfied by this data. Such properties are useful in the design of systems that admit physical components having behaviours that are characterized experimentally.
Note that, theoretically in the real-time domain, there can be an infinite number of properties satisfied by the data. Trivially, property α ⇒ β is satisfied by the data if no observation of α exists in it (a support of zero for α). Properties with a high support can be used for improving the understanding of system behaviour, to validate specifications, understand gaps in testing, discover previously unknown behaviours and for anomaly detection. Inferring causal relationships from time-series data can be difficult for large data-sets and ill-defined for unknown systems. Most realistic causal relationships exist as timed sequences of events that affect the truth of a target event. For example: "If v is greater than 50kmph and within 5 minutes x is below 50m then within 8 minutes y is more than 67m".
Data-mining for time-series data is a well studied area of the data-sciences. However, most studies have focused on generating summary measures to cluster time-series datasets into natural groupings based on similarity/dissimilarity measures, or use a nominal time-series dataset to identify anomalies in other time-series datasets. Patten mining for time-series data is also well studied, however such patterns rely on a discretization of the time-series data over which discrete pattern mining algorithms are employed to derive common subsequences among the data-sets. To the best of our understanding, the mining of temporal properties from a single time-series trace (or a set of traces), in the form of cause-effect patterns has not been studied. Such temporal properties are learned, not with the intention of classifying the time-series traces into one class or another, but with the intention of learning explainable formal properties that can be used to better understand how a system behaves when little to no information is available of its internal function.
In an observed time-series trace, given a target event E, a prefix sequence is a sequence of observations (as predicates or events) that appear to have an effect on the truth of E. An event can have an infinite set of prefix sequences, though not all valid. For a sequence α, not observed in the trace, α ⇒ E is trivially true. Hence, as mentioned earlier, α is not a true prefix sequence since it does not appear in the given data. On the other hand, sequence β, observed in the data as a prefix for E, may not be causally related to E, because counter-examples exist in the trace that contain β but are not followed by an observation of E. Moreover, the time delays between events in a prefix sequence can be important. If the delays between any pair of events in the sequence change in any way, this could introduce counter-examples and render the sequence with the changed delays false.
Here, we address the problem of learning causal relationships that exist in time-series data. Given a target observation E in the data, we compute prefix sequences that are likely causes of E. Our approach is designed to be flexible. It infers causal relationships using an alphabet of predicates over variables in the data. These predicates can either be user-specified or learned using parameter estimation techniques. The methodology does not use strict property templates, and allows flexibility in the property structure with controls allowing the generation of finely to coarsely constrained properties. Furthermore, every generated property must be valid throughout the data. Ranking heuristics are provided to assess the quality of properties. We also present a more natural language for sequences called the Prefix Sequence Inferencing Language (PSI-L), to express learned properties. PSI-L is derived from the popular SystemVerilog Assertion (SVA) language [26] . While the SVA language is designed for the specification of properties over clocked-discrete systems, PSI-L properties describe real-time relationships using the notions of events and predicates over real variables from STL [37] , while adhering to the sequence syntax and semantics of SVA.
In this article, our core contributions are as follows:
• A novel decision tree learning method for learning temporal sequences from time-series data, with fine grained controls to moderate how the decision tree constrains data. Interval arithmetic is used to handle large time-series data-sets.
• A language (PSI-L) for representing properties learned and a method to translate the learned decision tree into PSI-L properties.
• Ranking measures to quantify the quality of the properties learned and implicitly quantify the quality of the data-set.
• Case studies from real and synthetic real system traces.
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a motivating example and Section 3 described the formal language for representing properties mined. Section 4 formally describes the problem we address in this article. Section 5 presents definitions for various structures and metrics used throughout this article. Section 6 describes an algorithm for mining non-temporal (instantaneous) immediate properties. Section 7, we extend the metrics in Section 6.1 to develop an algorithm for mining temporal sequence expressions. Section 8 introduces ranking metrics for PSI properties. Section 9 discusses measures employed to prevent over-fitting using various stopping conditions and pruning methods. Section 11 presents our comments and summarizes the work.
Related Work
One of the contributions of this article is in the learning of likely prefixes (explanations as a sequence of interesting events or episodes) for an event in a dense-time real valued signal expressed as a time-series. This form of analysis has characteristics of a variety of standard analyses performed on time-series data but doesn't cleanly fit into any one of them, nor does a clean reduction seem possible.
This section presents an exploration in the area of data mining from time-series datasets. We describe a number of analysis techniques applicable to time-series datasets and show how our requirement differs from the problems solved in existing literature. We present this as a four-part study broadly partitioned as follows:
6. Anomaly detection: The problem of detecting a pattern that deviated from a nominal behaviour is strongly linked to the problem of prediction. Like prediction, it also relies on having a sufficiently accurate model of the time-series to be able to identify deviations [49, 50, 36] .
7.
Motif Discovery: A sub-sequence that is observed frequently in a time-series is called a Motif. The discovery of Motifs is also used for clustering and other applications. The interested reader may refer to [19] for a detailed review of existing literature in this area.
A time-series trace is viewed as a finite series of timed samples and interpolation measures are used to fill gaps where no timed data is present. The studies use summary distance measures to determine the similarity/dissimilarity between two time-series.
Learning using Templates
A large repository of work exists on mining parameter values for a template property in parametric STL (PSTL) [28, 4, 5, 46] with the aim of optimizing property robustness for the given trace.
The work in [4] proposes learning the range of valid parameter values for a PSTL (Parameterized STL) property that a given set of dense-time real valued system traces satisfy. Given a formula in PSTL, [4] computes a validity domain for the formula's time and value parameters such that all traces satisfy the formula given theses domains. In [46] , the authors propose a methodology to compute parameter domains for a property in MTL that a given embedded and hybrid system satisfies. The system is modeled in MATLAB and the authors use their property falsification tool S-TALIRO [3] to compute the set of parameter values that robustly satisfy the parameterized MTL property.
In [28] , the authors propose learning parameter values that satisfy system requirements expressed as template properties in PSTL. They use the framework BREACH [17] to compute falsifying traces for a concrete choice of parameter values for the property and iterate until they converge on a combination of parameter values that the given set of system traces satisfy. The work in [28] requires system traces along with a model of the system that can be used with their falsification tool.
Most recently, the authors of [5] improved on the work in [4] by proposing a new methodology to compute the validity domains of parameters of a given PSTL template property by computing bottom-up satisfaction and robustness signals, and by propagating them as a function of time from sub-formulas to formulas.
Learning as a Two-Class Classification Problem
While in Section 1.1.1 a formula structure was provided as input to the learning task, we now explore studies in which such templates are not-provided, however a syntax is assumed, and property structures and parameter values are learned from traces of black-box hybrid system behaviour.
We focus on the work on Temporal Logic Inference (TLI) in [33, 7] . The problem that is solved is the two-class classification problem, wherein the proposed methodologies go further than template learning, by learning a concrete STL-like property, its structure and parameters, with the objective of distinguishing between desirable and undesirable traces.
In [33] a property is learned using a directed search over property structures that have a qualilative (language inclusion) and quantitative (robustness [18] ) partial order among them. The work in [7] learns a decision tree that best distinguishes between two trace sets. The property is a mapping of the decision tree into a fragment of STL. Both [33] and [7] use the robustness measure to optimize the structure and parameters of the property mined.
On the other hand work in [6] learns a discriminator property to distinguish between traces generated by two different processes. The method relies on using a statistical abstraction of the data in the traces, and thereafter uses a two-stage approach for identifying a discriminator.
First, an optimal formula structure is learned from a library of template structures. This is then followed by a tuning of parameters in the formula so as to maximize its discrimination power.
The strategies for mining patterns from system representations can be classified primarily as being analyses for Boolean (digital) or Non-Boolean systems. We consider the space of Non-Boolean systems to include both software and hybrid systems. While software programs are characterized by discrete behaviours, hybrid systems interleave discrete behaviours with continuous behaviours as the continuous evolution of its real-valued variables.
Past work in [48, 47, 21, 22, 16] focus on mining sequences and causal relations for program events. However, the sequences mined do not preserve timing information between the events. Studies in [11, 14, 13, 35] focus on mining cause-effect relations in programs as LTL properties. The methodology in [12] mines timed regular expressions from program traces while in [23] , decision trees are used to learn invariants for software programs.
Learning Allen and Linear Temporal Logic Patterns
The tool Goldmine [44] uses decision trees to mine causal relations from clocked traces of Boolean systems as an ordering of events. The assertions mined are in a subset of LTL. To the best of our knowledge the applicability of these techniques is limited to discrete event systems and are not applicable to time-series data over real-time.
The work in [30] mines Allen's interval relations, specifically event intervals from clocked event traces. The proposed methodology mines nfer rules (based on Allen's Temporal Logic) from learned before relations given a set of clocked event traces. The learned sequences are a series of before relations between events in the traces. For instance, from trace data on the NASA's Mars rover, for a single rover activity command, the miner learned the relation dispatch before complete, which indicates that relation that a command is first dispatched before it is completed.
Our Comments
Note that our aim is to mine explanations of an interesting event E (called the target), where the event E is known from domain knowledge of the system. The explanation is expected to be mined as a formal sequence of events in the data that appear as a prefix of E. We evaluate existing literature in this regard as follows:
• From studies on data-mining for patterns or summaries from time series, the types of patterns mined are over a known alphabet and use standard pattern matching algorithms that are tailored ot work with discretized time-series data. The mined patterns are not of the cause-effect type, and do not derive explanations for known events, but are mined as being a summary representation of the data. A summary is mined as strings of ordered events or described pictorially using representative summary graphs. It does not explicitly contain any timing information, and require further analysis by an engineer.
To the best of our understanding, the literature on data-mining does not address the problem of deriving explanations for known events using a formal structure.
• The work on template based learning requires a template in a logic language such as MTL or STL to be provided. Here the form of the explanation for an event in the system is expected to be known, while parameters may be learned.
• The aim of the two-class classification problem [33, 7, 6] is to distinguish between two sets of traces. A representative logic formula is learned to for a set of desirable traces. The formula is constrained so as to not satisfy any of the traces in the set of undesirable traces. However, while deriving explanations for a specific event that is considered interesting, such an event could occur in multiple places in a single trace. One could argue that sub-traces containing the occurrence of the event could be labeled as one class, while those where the event does not occur could be labeled as another class. However it is not clear how such a division could be made, given the infinite number of ways in which the time-series could be split.
• The work on mining Allen intervals and LTL specifications are interesting but cannot be used to mine explanations over dense-time real-valued signals.
We aim to learn sequences that appear as prefixes of a known target in the set of given traces. Given time-series trace as a dense-time real valued signal, and a known observable event E in the trace, we wish to compute prefix sequences that when observed appear to explain the observation E. In Section 10 we propose an algorithm that uses decision trees to mine such prefixes.
Mining Explanations: Why does it happen?
We start with a motivating example. Consider the traffic map shown in Figure 1 . The figure is representative of an area containing five major areas of activity; namely a residential complex, schools, a mall, eateries, and an industrial estate. Vehicles are tagged with GPS devices to monitor their movements. The location and velocity of all vehicles is recorded. In addition to learning patterns that describe various routes that a vehicle follows, or answering queries such as which roads to people most use to drive to the eateries, we also wish to learn about safety critical issues such as, are there any crashes, and if so where and when do they most often occur.
Prior to verification, engineers do not always have a complete specification of the system being designed, nor is it easy to determine the cause of failures or bugs when they occur. The problem we wish to address is to mine as many explanation patterns from the traces so as to uncover potential reasons that could improve an engineers understanding on why (or when) some event occurs.
The following PSI-L formula describes one explanation for a vehicle crash: to 2h18m if the route is not Route-1 a crash occurs". This is an example of a property mined from the data depicted in Figure 1 . Observe that the formula describes a sequence of events and very finely grained time delays between the events. Mined patterns are always in the form of such sequences. The events may be mined or provided as inputs using domain knowledge. Time-delays are computed from the decision tree generated.
3 Explaining using Sequences: Prefix Sequence Inferencing Language
We express explanations in the form of a sequence of events or episodes (predicates over realvalued variables). In addition to an ordering between events, the timing between adjacent events is key. An explanation for a target event is observed as a prefix to the target. The language used for describing an explanation for an event is therefore called the Prefix Sequence Inferencing language (PSI-L).
PSI-L Syntax
The language used to describe prefix sequences inferred from time-series data has the following general syntax:
where, S is a prefix sequence, also known as a sequence expression, of the form s n τ n s n−1 τ n−1 . . . τ 1 s 0 . A delay τ i is a time interval of the form [a : b], a ≤ b and each s i is a Boolean expression of PORVs and events. The length of the sequence expression is n (having n non-temporal subexpressions). The predicate or event E in a PSI-L formula is assumed to be known. It is in the context of E that S is learned. E is called the target of the PSI-L property. The notation S j i is used to denote the expression
PSI-L Semantics for Traces
For variable set V , the set D = R ≥0 × R |V | is the domain of valuations of timestamps and variables in V . A data point is a tuple (t, η) ∈ D, t ∈ R ≥0 and η ∈ R |V | . For variable x ∈ V , the value of x in the data point (t, η) is given as η[x]. Boolean and real-valued variables are treated the same in view of the implementation. A Boolean value at a data point is either 1 for true or 0 for false, and {0, 1} ⊂ R. Definition 1. Hybrid System Trace: A trace T of a hybrid system is an ordered list of tuples
The length of T , the number of tuples in 
An PSI-L formula can match at zero or more data points in T . A PSI-L property s n τ n s n−1 τ n−1 . . . τ 1 s 0 ⇒ τ 0 E matches in T at T (j) iff, ∃ i≤j≤k , T j i |= S n 0 and t k − t j ∈ τ n . The sub-trace T k i is then a witness to the PSI-L property in trace T .
Maximum sequence length n Delay resolution k
PSI-Miner

Construct Decision
Tree for E
Generate Predicate
Learn P / ∈ P to minimize entropy 
Problem Definition
Given a trace T , and an observation, the target, given as a PORV or an event E, we wish to find a set of PSI-L formulas that are valid throughout trace T . We assume a bound n ∈ N, n ≥ 0, on the length of the prefix. We also take as input a resolution k ∈ R as a maximum delay between sub-expression in a prefix sequence, that is, it is assumed that every τ i ∈ [0 : k], 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Individual delay bounds are refined once a concrete PSI-L property is learned.
The user may provide a set of known predicates which form the predicate alphabet P used by the mining algorithm. The set P may also be extracted before hand using existing techniques [24] to learn interesting events in the trace. Parameterized predicates may also be learned using parameter optimization techniques, however this is not the focus of this article. We assume, for now, for ease of understanding, that the set P is given.
PSI-Arithmetic and Decision Making Metrics
Given a data-set, a decision tree is a tree structure of nodes representing queries about the data. The children of a query node are labeled with responses to the queries, with each child containing only the data satisfying the labels along the path from it to the root of the tree.
The process of constructing a decision tree is aimed at using query nodes to split the data-set to reduce the disorder in the data-sets at its child nodes. The leaf nodes in a decision tree are terminal nodes at which the data is homogenous. All other nodes are non-terminal nodes.
In this article we focus on binary decision trees. The query at each query node is a predicate from P, and the children are labeled with either true or false. The error (chaos in the data) at a node is viewed from the perspective of the given target E. While many studies on decision trees exist, in this article we use terminologies for statistical terms as given in References [44, 2] . While the intuitive meaning for these terms remains the same as in standard literature, we redefine some terms to be consistent with the semantics of PSI-L properties.
At each query node, a predicate P is chosen from P such that it minimizes the error in the resulting child nodes, that is the data at the child nodes is more homogenous than the parent node with respect to the truth of E. The process of node splitting continues until a leaf node in which E is either valid or unsatisfiable is reached. Along with other constraints discussed in Section 9, we use a bound on the depth of the decision tree as the principal stopping criteria for the search along a path in the tree.
The labels along the path from the root to a node, together form a set of constraints on the data-set present at the node.
A summary of the methodology for mining prefix sequences is depicted in Figure 2 . Initially, a predicate or event E is presented as the target for which prefix sequences that appear to cause E are to be mined. The set of traces is initially Booleanized (abstracted as a set of intervals) using the predicate alphabet P and E (which may also form part of P).
We use interval arithmetic to represent dense-time and handle time arithmetically, instead of as a series of samples, making the methodology robust to variations in the mechanism used for sampling the data. This also allows us to parameterize time delays between sequenced event, and compute the trade-offs involved while varying the temporal positions of the events. Definition 3. Interval Set of a predicate P for trace T : The Interval Set of a predicate P for trace T , I T (P ), is the set of all non-overlapping maximal time intervals, [a, b); a, b ∈ R ≥0 ; a < b, in T where P is true. The interval
The trace T is translated into a Truth Set, the set of all labeled interval sets for predicates in P. Assumption: It is assumed that the trace is the result of a sufficiently accurate sampling of the process under observation with respect to the choice of predicates in P. This is possible to achieve during a simulation of a mixed-signal circuit. For more information, the interested reader may refer to Ref. [38] . Definition 4. Truth Set for trace T and Predicate Set P: The Truth Set for P, I T (P), is the set of all Interval Sets for the trace T of all predicates P ∈ P. I T = {I T (P )|P ∈ P}. Definition 5. Constraint Set: A constraint set C is a set of constraints at a node in the decision tree. Each constraint is a pair of predicate and its position in the prefix-sequence, P, i , where P ∈ P, i ∈ [0 : n], n ∈ N, The set of constraints in C can be expressed as a partial prefix in PSI-L. In the prefix-sequence s n τ n s n−1 τ n−1 . . . τ 1 s 0 , the sub-expression s i , 0 ≤ i ≤ n, is formed by the predicates P in the bucket B i (C). The prefix sequence formed from the constraint set C is given as S C .
The reader may be reminded that a prefix sequence is a sequence of the form s n τ n s n−1 τ n−1 . . . τ 1 s 0 , wherein our algorithm initially assumes that n is known and the maximum size of each τ i , 0 ≤ i < n, is also known to be k. Unless otherwise computed, it is assumed that each τ i is the interval [0 : k]. During the learning process the interval for τ i is unknown and is computed postfacto, that is once a decision tree is learned. Each position s i in the sequence is a placeholder for a Boolean expression of events and PORVs, and may be empty. Initially all placeholders are empty and the learning algorithm to be introduced later will decide which predicates or events are placed in the various sequence locations. It is possible for some placeholders to remain empty in a sequence expression. In such cases, adjacent delay expressions merge to produce larger temporal delays. Definition 6. Prefix-Bucket: For a constraint set C, the prefix-bucket at position i ∈ N, given as B i (C), is the set of all pairs P, i ∈ C. The set of all buckets for a constraint set C is written as B(C) or simply B if constraint set C is known from context.
The terms prefix-bucket and bucket are used interchangeably in the following text and mean the same. When the constraint set C is known, we use the notation B i to mean B i (C).
For a constraint set C, the interval set for bucket B i , given as I T (B i ), is the set of truth intervals where the constraints in C are all true.
The learning algorithm must place predicate and event constraints into various buckets. As mentioned earlier some buckets may remain empty, resulting in the delays in the sequence that appear before and after it to merge.
Different combinations of bucket truth intervals, produce a unique interval work-set. Given the set W n 0 , the set W k i = {I B j |i ≤ j ≤ k}. For trace T , the set of all work sets that can be derived from I τ (B i ), 0 ≤ i ≤ n, is given as W C or simply W when the context C is known.
Sequence expression matches must be determined for each combination of sub-sequence expression truth intervals, that is for each unique interval work-set. We achieve this by computing the Forward Influence and Backward Influence for a sequence expression S. In the following example we present a brief illustration and provide the intuition behind use of the forward and backward influences, respectively defined in Definitions 8 and 9. The computation of forward influence using Definition 8, for each possible interval work-set is described in the form of a tree in Figure 3 . An interval work-set is the set of truth intervals of buckets encountered along a path from the root to a leaf node in the tree. The tree is rooted at a node corresponding to the truth interval [2 : 4] for B 2 . Level i in the tree corresponds to the computation of F(S, W 2 i ). For each interval set, the backward influence is computed, using Definition 9. The computation begins with the leaves of the tree in Figure 3 , and proceeds backwards through the sequence expression to determine the intervals corresponding to each match, indicated as a bottom-up computation in Figure 4 .
Intuitively, for a sequence expression
, computes the largest interval in I B 1 that corresponds to a match computed for the sequence of intervals I B k ,..,I B 1 . In a sequence expression computing the forward influence is not sufficient to identify the sequence of intervals attributing to a match. We explain this using Figure 4 . Observe the second column in Figure 4 corresponding to the interval work-set Figure 3 , the forward influence computes the influence intervals to be [2 : 4] , [3 : 5] , [12 : 13] . The interval [3 : 5] corresponds to the forward influence match upto B 1 . The truth interval of B 0 under consideration for this match is the interval [12 : 19] . Of the truth interval The forward influence for a prefix sequence expression S = s n τ n s n−1 ... τ 1 s 0 , given the interval work-set W n 0 = {I B 0 , ..., I Bn }, is an interval, recursively defined as follows:
For S, the set of intervals in F(S, W n 0 ) are called the end-match intervals of S. Definition 9. Backward Influence B(S, W n 0 , i): The backward influence, B(S, W n 0 , i), i ∈ [0, n], for a sequence expression S = s n τ n s n−1 ... τ 1 s 0 , given the interval work-set W n 1 = {I B 0 , I B 1 , ..., I Bn }, is an interval defined as follows:
For S, the set of intervals in B(S, W n 0 , n) are called the begin-match intervals of S. We use the shorthand notation F i 0 to represent F(S, W i 0 ), and B i 0 to represent B(S, W n 0 , i), for a given prefix sequence expression S having n buckets, and interval work-set W n 0 . Proposition 1. For a potential infinite continuum of prefix sequence expression matches associated with an interval work-set, tight delay intervals between sub-expressions of the sequence can be computed using the backward influence.
It should be remembered that the prefix sequence expression S = s n τ n s n−1 τ n−1 . . . τ 1 s 0 is constructed from the constraint set C. The delay terms between sub-expressions in S are multiples of the resolution k (as described in Section 4). Hence, we use S and C interchangeably in the text, wherever convenient. Definition 10. Influence Set The influence set for a sequence expression for constraint set C, S C = s n d n s n−1 ... d 1 s 0 , given interval sets for each bucket, I τ (B i ), 0 ≤ i ≤ n, is defined as the union of end-match intervals over all possible work sets W n 0 ∈ W, defined as follows:
Definition 11. Length of a Truth Set: The length of a Truth Set I T C (P), under constraint set C, represented by |I T C (P)| is defined as the length of the influence set, given as |I τ (S C )|. Properties over dense real-time may match over a continuum of time points. We use time intervals to represent truth points for predicates (Definition 3) and sets of predicates (Definition 4). A prefix sequence is built from a set predicate constraints (Definition 5), each predicate having a fixed position in the prefix sequence. Multiple predicates sharing the same position in the sequence form a prefix-bucket 6. A predicate can be true over multiple disjoint time intervals. All predicates in the same bucket are conjuncted together, and hence a bucket of predicates may be true over a set of intervals. Choosing combination of truth intervals, one truth interval from each bucket position, forms an interval work-set (Definition 7). For the prefix-sequence and a given work-set, the forward influence (Definition 8) provides a mechanism for computing the end time-points associated with the match of the prefix-sequence , while the backward influence (Definition 9) provides a mechanism for computing the begin time-points associated with the matching end time-points of the forward influence. The set of all end time-points for all work-sets of a prefix-sequence form a set of intervals where the prefix-sequence has influence, the influence set (Definition 10. The choice of constraints C limits the length of the truth set (Definition 11, and determines the decisions made for mining additional constraints.
Decision Trees for Immediate Relations
The semantics of sequence expressions allow for both, immediate causality and future causality to be asserted. Immediate causality, expressed as S=>E, is observed when the truth of the sequence S at time t causes the consequent T to be true at time t. Future causality, expressed by the assertion S=>##[a:b] E relates the truth of the sequence S at time t with the truth of E at time t ∈ [t + a, t + b].
We first describe the decision making metrics we use for mining immediate relations, and thereafter present an algorithm that uses these metrics to construct a decision tree.
Metrics for Decision-Making
At each node the statistical measures of Mean and Error are used to evaluate the node. Standard decision tree algorithms use measures of Entropy or Ginni-Index [2] to measure the disorder and chaos in the data.
For immediate relations of the form A ⇒ B, where A and B are Boolean expressions, we use the standard Shannon Entropy as a measure of disorder, at a node, evaluated over time intervals. We use Information gain to evaluate decisions at internal nodes of the decision tree. We redefine the measure of entropy and information gain later in Section 5, adapting them for prefix-sequences. In this section, we use Error and Gain to respectively refer to Shannon Entropy and Information Gain evaluated over sets of truth intervals.
Mean
For countable Boolean data points, the data can be represented as a table with statistical counts for a class x being viewed in terms of the number of rows of the table in which x is labeled true. In a table of K rows, where J is the quantum of rows in the trace that are witness to x's truth, i.e. state x is , the arithmetic mean for x is J K . For traces describing real-time, since time is real-valued a table is no longer a viable form of representation for the data. We use time intervals that represent the truth of a predicate to deal with dense time. We adapt the definition of arithmetic mean as found in standard texts [39] for handling intervals of truth. Definition 12. Mean T C (E): For the target class E, the proportion of time in trace T that E is true in the trace constrained by C :
The mean represents the conditional probability of E being true under the influence of the constraints in C. For convenience, we use µ T C (E) to refer to M ean T (E, C).
Error
For a target E, the error is a measure of entropy in the data with regards to the classes E and ¬E. It is a measure of how well the set of constraints C explain E. An error value of zero indicates that there is no disagreement in the class (E or ¬E) under the constraint set C. Definition 13. Error T (E,C): For the target class E, the error for the trace T constrained by C is defined as follows:
For convenience, we use T C (E) to refer to Error T (E, C). The choice of query at a query node is key to constructing a decision tree representing good quality prefix sequences. A query is a predicate chosen from the predicate set P. The utility of a query is measured by the reduction of error it would bring if used to split the truth set at a query node. This utility metric is called the gain. While many gain metrics exist [2] , we find Information Gain to work best for our two class application. Furthermore, Information Gain works well when there are two classes. While, in Section 6 we use the definitions presented here, in Section 7 we redefine information gain to cope with issues arising from the nature of the problem of mining temporal sequences. The standard definition of Information Gain proposed in Ref. [40] adapted to sets of intervals is given below. Definition 14. Gain: The gain (improvement in error) of choosing P ∈ P to add to constraint set C, at a node having error is as follows:
In Definition 14, we assume predicate P is always to be placed in bucket B 0 . we deal with an extended Definition of gain in Section 7 when dealing with the algorithm for mining prefixes. 
Input: Truth Set I T (P) for trace T , Predicate List P, Target E, Constraint Set C.
13 end 14 Miner(I T (P), P/{P best }, C ∪ {P best }); 15 Miner(I T (P), P/{P best }, C ∪ {¬P best });
A Miner for Immediate Relations
We first describe the algorithm for mining immediate causality where the sequence expression is a single Boolean expression of predicates and events, and extend this algorithm to mine concurrent assertions over sequence expressions of arbitrary temporal length.
The input to the miner is the truth set for predicates in the predicate alphabet P. Algorithm 1 learns a decision tree to characterize a target event or predicate E. At every query node of the tree, the measures described in Section 6.1 are used to add a predicate P , that maximizes the gain, to the constraint set C. The constraint set C at a node is the set of predicate truth choices made along the path following the parent links up to the root. The algorithm only mines immediate causal relations. Example 2. Consider a run of Algorithm 1 on the truth set shown in Table 1 with P 3 as the target predicate. The truth set is obtained by Booleanizing the signals x and y in Figure 5 with predicates P 1 ≡ x ≥ 0.9 × V r , P 2 ≡ y ≥ 0.1 × V r and P 3 ≡ z ≥ x + y, where V r is a constant. The temporal length of the trace T is 13.
List
Truth Time Intervals Table 1 : Interval Set I T (P).
The decision tree produced by Algorithm 1 is shown in Figure 6 . At the root node (line 1 of Algorithm 1) the mean, error tuple is calculated for predicate P 3 to be 0.81, 0.21 . At line 5, for each predicate, the gain is computed. When computing gain, the algorithm must choose between P 1 and P 2 to branch on.
Choosing P 1 for the partitioning step, causes the interval sets to be constrained as follows: Figure 6 : Decision tree generated for Interval Sets of Table 1 , and target P 3 .
correlation with P 3 ), hence, at line 6 in Algorithm 1 the predicate chosen in P 2 . Thereafter, P 2 is added to the set of constraints C in recursive calls to the Miner. The decision tree then branches on P 2 . In one recursive call P best in added to C, while in the other ¬P best is added.
Every path in the decision tree to a leaf node represents a set of constraints under which the target P 3 's truth is homogenous (either exclusively true or exclusively false). A leaf node in the decision tree is a node at which the error is zero, indicating a 100% confidence for the assertion generated therein. In the decision tree of Figure 6 , the child node corresponding to the constraint set C = {P 2 } results in a zero error node indicating that an assertion is generated here. Since the mean at the node is zero, it indicates a correlation with the negation of the target P 3 . Therefore the assertion generated at this node would be P 2 ⇒ ¬P 3 .
At the child node where P 2 is false, since P 1 is the only predicate left for splitting, in a manner similar to the one discuss earlier, the data is split on the truth of P 1 , as follows: [7 : 8) 
The values of mean, error under the constraints {¬P 2 , P 1 } and {¬P 2 , ¬P 1 } are respectively, 1, 0 and 0.83, 0.28 . In the decision tree, on splitting, one child node has a non-zero error, indicating that the constraints at that node are still inconsistent with the target P 3 . Therefore at this stage, since we have no further predicates to refine the dataset, the algorithm terminates. The other child node with the assignment {P 1 , ¬P 2 } results in a zero error node, with a mean of one, asserting a correlation with the positive occurrence of the consequent P 3 . Therefore the assertion generated at this node is (P 1 ∧ ¬P 2 ) ⇒ P 3 .
Generalizing Prefixes to Sequence Expressions
Applying traditional decision tree learning on the vanilla truth-set would yield only immediate properties as described in Section 6. The methodology needs to be appropriately adapted to mine sequence expressions relating events over time with the target E. To mine such prefix sequences, E's truth must be tested with the truth of other predicates over past time points. This would allow us to compute the influence a predicate has on the truth of E over time. This is achieved by using pseudo-targets that allow us to evaluate constraints that have past influence on time-points of truth for the target.
Standard measures used for decision making in Section 6 are not suitable for evaluating the goodness of a decision involving pseudo-targets. The classification task we deal with is aimed at classifying time points describing behaviours that explain when the target is true or when it is false. While this is similar to a standard two class classification task, it is not. Due to the nondeterministic semantics of prefix-sequences, the two classes may share end-match time points, requiring an adapted definition of Shannon Entropy. Similarly, the decision made at each node of the decision tree splits the data-set in a manner that allows sharing of time-points between the branches of the split, thus requiring a special handling of gain. We therefore introduce variations of these measures enabling the best greedy decision be taken. The proposed measures are evaluated using a correlation-coverage metric to measure the proportion of the target's truth covered by the mined prefixes. Figure 7 : Truths of Predicates={P,Q,R,E} and Pseudo-Targets (n=3, k=0.4) for E. The horizontal red bands indicate where the predicate is false, while the green bands indicate when the predicate is true.
Pseudo-Targets for Sequence Expressions
Observe the truth set of predicates P and E in Figure 7 . The horizontal green bands indicate time intervals where the predicate is true, while the red bands indicate intervals where the predicate is false. It is clear that the truths of P and E do not align. Our intention is to learn a temporal relation between P and E (if such a relation exists). When learning relations in the presence of an alphabet of predicates, it is expensive to examine the relationships between every pair of predicates in the alphabet and their relationship in turn with the target. Additionally it is important to have domain knowledge about the system to determine the quantum of time in the past of E that a predicate would be expected to have an influence on it, if at all. In order to scale such an analysis to large predicate alphabets we use pseudo-targets. Pseudo-targets allow us to compute summary statistical measures that give clear indications of the existence or absence of such relations. Definition 15. Pseudo-Target: A pseudo-target is an artificially created target computed by stretching the truth of the targets interval set back in time by a multiple of the delay resolution k. The target E stretched back in time by an amount i × k is denoted as E i . The interval list for the pseudo-target E i in trace T is computed as follows:
and,
where, the represents the Minkowski difference between intervals:
The resolution and the length n of the sequence expression are meta-parameters of the algorithm that is built. The number of pseudo-targets generated is n.
For a prefix sequence with at-most n sub-expressions and a delay resolution k, we compute truth set, I T (P) from I T (P) as follows:
Example 3. In Figure 7 , n = 3 and k = 0.4, the truth intervals of three pseudo-targets of predicate E are shown. Observe that in Figure 7 , the true and false intervals for pseudo-targets are not complementary. We wish to mine prefixes to explain both E and ¬E. Hence while generating pseudo-targets, Equation 3 is also used to generate the pseudo-truth intervals for when E is false. Due to the non-deterministic match semantics of PSI-L, described in Section 3.2, the stretched portions of the targets intervals for its true state and false state overlap. This overlap does create confusion in computing the metrics for decision making at query nodes of the decision tree. We describe this in the following section.
Effect of Pseudo-Targets on Decision Making
In the building of a traditional decision tree (as in Algorithm 1), at each decision node, statistical measures, M ean T C (E) and Error T C (E), are consistently computed with respect to a single target, in this case E. Here, our aim is to build temporal sequences of Boolean formulas that explain the target's truth. At each decision node, we must decide which predicate best reduces the error in the resulting split, while simultaneously choosing a temporal position for the predicate in the nlength prefix sequence. We achieve the later by choosing to test a predicate with each pseudotarget, to identify which pseudo-target (and therefore which position), given a possibly nonempty partial prefix, is most correlated with the predicate under test. The choice of predicate and position that gives the best correlation is then chosen. We must still decide what measure is best to determine correlation. In the rest of this section, we describe two methods for computing error, the challenges involved, and demonstrate why one is superior to the other.
At each query node of the decision tree, with constraint set C, for target E, we wish to carry out the following broad steps:
1. Compute M ean T C (Ê) and Error T C (Ê).
2. For each P, i , where P ∈ P, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and
(c) Compute the gain on splitting the current node on P, i .
3. Report the arguments P * , i * that contribute the best gain from Step 2.
In the core steps of the above procedure, namely Step 1 and Step 2, it is yet unclear how the statistical measures are to be computed. The definition of M ean T C (Ê) and Error T C (Ê) in Section 6.1 assume that the true and false interval lists of E are compliments of each other, however, for a pseudo-targetÊ this is not true, hence the metrics cannot be directly applied. Furthermore, even though in each iteration of Step 2, a choice of P, i is made, it is unclear with respect to which pseudo-target the measures must be computed. We first resolve the later and then address the computation of the statistical measures.
Note that in Step 2 (a), for a predicate P , once a pseudo-target position is determined, the split considers P being true in one node and P being false in the other, while the temporal position for P and ¬P remains the same for both child nodes of the split.
Choosing the Pseudo-Target for Mean and Error
The reader may recall that an assertion in PSI-L has the following syntax:
where, the prefix sequence S of length n is of the form s n τ n s n−1 τ n−1 . . . τ 1 s 0 . In the prefix sequence each s i is a bucket at position i, a Boolean expression of PORVs and events. For a prefix sequence of maximum length n, at a query node with constraint set C, some bucket positions may be empty (interpreted as the Boolean expression true).
In the case when S => E, the last sub-expression is s0. The alternate syntax S => τ 0 E is developed to take into account the cases wherein the last sub-expression is s i , i > 0. In such cases, the forward match of the sequence (Definition 8) must be further stretched by i delay intervals to match with E. These delay intervals are coalesced into τ 0 . According to the semantics defined in Section 3.2, a match of S implies that E is true after two delay intervals. This then asserts Q ##[0:0.4] P |=> ##[0:0.8] E. In this case therefore, evaluating C requires using pseudo-target E 2 as shown in Figure 7 . Proposition 2. The relevant pseudo-target for constraint set C is the smallest position nonempty bucket B i , 0 ≤ i ≤ n for C.
Adapting Mean and Error for Pseudo-Targets
The measure of Error in Definition 13 assumes that classes are independent. Standard decision tree algorithms assume this to be true since there is usually no data point in the data set belongs to more than one class. However, for a pseudo-target this is not the case, because, the true and false states of the pseudo-target overlap due to the non-deterministic manner in which the intervals are stretched. Hence a traditional error computation which assumes independence between classes would misrepresent the relationships that exist.
Furthermore, at each decision node, we make two decisions, first deciding which predicate to pick, and second deciding which temporal position (pseudo-target) gives the best gain for the chosen predicate. Pseudo-targets are only representations of the learning objective for learning correct temporal positions for a predicate. Hence, we do not treat all pseudo-targets as part of the set of classes (Otherwise, for n pseudo-targets there would then be 2 × (n + 1) classes).
In Example 4 we present the computation of mean and error using the definitions given in Section 6.1 to motivate the choices for adapting the traditional definitions of Information Gain. Example 5. Consider the constraint set C = { Q, 3 , P, 2 } from Example 4, and the constraint setĈ = { H, 3 , P, 2 }, where the truth of predicate H is shown in Figure 8 . Consider computing M ean T. (E 2 ) and Error T. (E 2 ) for C andĈ, according to Section 6.1.
We first compute the Influence Set, according to Definition 10.
• The predicate H is similar in truth to Q, however unlike Q is false in the interval [14.5 : 18.5). 
However, observe that the partial prefix S C has a non-zero error when related to E 2 (indicated in red for F(S C , W 3 2 ) in the figure). On the other hand, although the computation above indicates a non-zero error when consideringĈ, in the figure for the partial prefix SĈ, visually one observes no error (indicated by the blue band overlayed on ¬E 2 ), indicating the assertion H ##[0:0.4] P |=> ##[0:0.8] ¬E.
From Example 5 it is clear that using the measures of mean and error from Section 6.1, it is possible to miss potential relations that may exist in the data presented in Figure 8 . This is primarily due to the fact that the measures ignore the overlap of the truth intervals of a pseudo-target's true and false state. Definition 16. JointError T C (E i ): For the target class E i , the joint error for the trace T constrained by C is defined as follows:
While computing the Joint Error, the term
represents the entropy in the region of the overlap. By adding this term, we effectively ensure that the entropy from the overlap is considered only once when computing the Joint Error. Example 6. In Example 5 on computing the Joint Error for the two constraint sets C andĈ we get the following: Similar to the challenges posed by the overlapping of classes, when considering a predicate and temporal position for splitting a node, the two nodes that result from such a split can have overlaps in the data points they represent. Example 7. Consider the split of the data-set resulting from adding H to the constraint set { P, 2 } to obtainĈ 0 = { ¬H, 3 , P, 2 } andĈ 1 = { H, 3 , P, 2 }. Due to the non-deterministic semantics of the temporal operator ##[a:b], the forward influence ofĈ 0 andĈ 1 overlap. 
F(SĈ
Furthermore, the influence set of intervals for the constraint set { P, 2 } is I(S { P,2 } ) = {[4.3 : 6), [9.4 : 12. 2), [13.2 : 14) , [17.3 : 20) }. Since the temporal position of H is earlier than that of P , F(SĈ
, however this need not always be the case. If H is placed later than P in the sequence, the forward influence list can change substantially, since it would now be contained in the interval list of H.
Due to both, potential overlapping data-points between the child nodes of a split and the data-points after the split being potentially different from those of the parent node, a revised definition of Gain is defined. Definition 17. Joint Gain: The gain (improvement in error) of choosing to split on P ∈ P, at bucket position b, given the existing constraint set C, at a node having error is as follows:
where,
| and i and j are respectively the smallest and largest non-empty bucket indexes in C ∪{ P, b }.
A Miner for Prefix Sequences
The prefix sequence inference mining algorithm is presented as Algorithm 2. The length of the sequence n, and the delay resolution k are meta-parameters of the algorithm. Every choice of n and k yields a different instance of the algorithm. The choice of values of the meta-parameters ALGORITHM 2: nk-PSI-Miner: Mining n-length, k-resolution Prefix Sequences
Input: Truth Set I T (P) for trace T , Predicate List P, Target predicate E, Constraint List C, Temporal split position sp. Output: PSI-L properties A, structured as the decision tree. 1 if stoppingCondition(I T (P), P, E, C, sp) then r; 2 eturn; 3 b ← Smallest non-empty bucket position in C; 4 P best ← φ; T best ← φ; g best ← −∞; 5 for 0 ≤ i < n do
9 nk-PSI-Miner(I T (P), P, E, C ∪ { P best , sp best }, sp best ); 10 nk-PSI-Miner(I T (P), P, E, C ∪ { ¬P best , sp best }, sp best ); must come from the domain. The algorithm learns a decision tree for PSI properties for the truth set I T (P) for a choice of n and k.
In the algorithm β T C (.) is used as shorthand for JE T C (.) as given in Definition 16. Line 2 tests the current node for termination. One of the criteria for terminating is that the node is homogenous with respect to E, that is the error at the node is zero. Other stopping conditions are described later in Section 9.
In Line 3 the smallest non-empty bucket is computed from the constraint set C, and is used in Line 7 to compute the error for C. The loop at Line 5 iterates over every pseudo-target position, while Line 6 chooses a predicate from the predicate alphabet P. Any predicate and pseudo-target position combination already present in C are ignored in Line 6. The Joint Gain for the choice of predicate and pseudo-target is computed in Line 7 and the best gain, and its associated arguments are determined in Line 8. The computation of Gain uses the smallest non-empty bucket index for the choice of pseudo-target, with respect to which the Entropy and Gain are computed. Once a best predicate and position in the prefix is decided, lines 9 and 10 branch on the new constraint sets.
From Decision Trees to PSI-L Formulae
The nodes in the decision tree at which the error is zero are the leaf nodes of the tree and have homogenous data with respect to the truth of E. We call these nodes PSI nodes and the labels along the path from the a PSI node to the root (the constraint set C) form a PSI property template. A template consists of predicates and their relative sequence position from the target. Concretizing the PSI template involves computing the relative positions of predicates from each other. We do this by grouping predicates that fall in the same relative temporal position into a bucket, and then compute tight time delays that separate buckets in order of their temporal distance from the target E. The computation of tight separating intervals between buckets assumes an any-match semantic.
Given buckets B 0 , B 1 , . . ., B n , the assertion constructed has one of the following forms:
We wish to compute tight intervals, τ i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We define a widening operation for a set of intervals I as follows:
At a PSI node, the set of constraints C is known. We use the notation B i , for bucket i, to denote the set of predicates having influence on the target with a step size of [0 : i × k]. The interval set for B i is given as follows:
We compute a tight delay separation interval, Sep C (B i , E), for i > 0 of B i from E as follows:
The separation τ i between B i and B i−1 is computed as follows:
The decision tree learned by Algorithm 2 can compute several prefixes. It is important to rank these in terms of those that are likely to be causal relations and those that are not. Furthermore, it is also important to understand how the mined prefixes are related to the trace. We measure the goodness of a PSI property S ⇒ E i , where i is the smallest non-empty bucket index in S, using heuristic metrics of Support, and Correlation. We also measure trace covered for the set of PSI properties generated. Definition 18. Support: For a property S ⇒Ê, the quantum of time for which S is true in the trace is the support of S ⇒ E i .
Support(S ⇒
||T || where I(S) is the influence interval list for the sequence S computed according to Definitions 10 and 8, while ||T || is the length of the trace given in Definition 1.
A high support for PSI property S ⇒Ê is indicative of S being frequently true in the trace. Definition 19. Correlation: For the assertion S ⇒ E i , correlation indicates how much of S's truth is associated with E, that is the quantum of the consequent, ϕ's truth, that the antecedent S contributes to.
Correlation(S ⇒
Trace Coverage: Trace coverage quantifies the fraction of the trace that is explained by the properties generated by the miner.
Given a trace T of length L, and the mined property set A, the coverage interval list of T by A, denoted Cov(T , A), is computes as follows:
whereẼ ∈ {E, ¬E}. The percentage of coverage is then given by
9 Stopping Conditions, Over-fitting and Pruning
Stopping Criteria
While building the decision tree, for prefixes, there are two conditions that we employ to terminate the growth of the tree.
1. Purity of Node: When the constraint set C completely determines the truth of the target E, the node is 100% pure and further growth is terminated. A node with constraint set C, and minimum bucket position b, is considered pure if the best error at the node is zero, that is β T C (E b ) = 0.
Depth Constraints:
It is also possible to define a depth threshold, α d , and stop the tree from growing if the length of the current exploration path crosses α d .
Over-fitting
Decision trees are known to suffer from problems of over-fitting. This is exceptionally problematic with data that is discrete. In this case, when dealing with dense real-time data, over-fitting is the result of generating prefixes that have low temporal support.
To prevent over-fitting, the following two measures may be employed:
1. Using a support threshold: A threshold α s is defined to indicate the minimum support below which a prefix is being over-fit to the data. If a node with constraint set C has a support below α s , further splitting of the node is terminated.
2. Using a correlation threshold: A threshold α c is defined to indicate the minimum correlation below which a prefix is being over-fit to the target. If a node with constraint set C has a correlation below α c with its associated targetẼ, further splitting of the node is terminated.
When multiple time-series are used for training, the prefixes learned from one can be used to perform pruning of the decision tree learned from another if the prefix sequence infer opposing target truths. Beyond this, for a single time-series pruning is performed a-priori during the growth of the tree, using the stopping conditions.
The parameters α d , α s and α c are treated as meta-parameters of the decision tree learning algorithm.
Mining in the Value Domain
In the earlier sections we assumed that the set of predicates that form the sequence are known. The algorithm introduced therein is tasked to chose the predicates that, when sequenced in a specific way, best explains the target predicate (or event).
Here, we relax the assumption of a known predicate alphabet, and allow situations where the predicate alphabet is partially available or is empty. The definition of Joint Gain, which is designed to be sensitive to dependencies between the child nodes resulting from a data-set split. The Joint Gain, from choosing attributes (predicate and time) for splitting a node, varies widely with the constraints already chosen along the path from the node to the root (as given in Definition 17). These variations are dependent on the time-series; the interdependencies between variables recorded and existing temporal dependencies in the data.
We provide further insights into the Gain function (we use Gain and Joint Gain to mean the same), how it varies with time and choices of predicate. Our analysis of the Gain function is also verified experimentally. We show how optimization techniques may be used to learn predicates and their temporal position, so as to maximize the Gain. In our work, we use simulated annealing to explore the terrain of the Gain function during the decision tree learning process, to mine prefix explanations for the target when little to no domain knowledge is available. The aim is to find arguments that maximize the Gain, that is to pick a predicate and its position in time relative to the target such that the combination provides the best Gain for the split.
Sub-section 10.1 provides a detailed analysis of the shape of the Gain function as the Gain varies with predicates and their position relative to the target. In Sub-section 10.2 we present an algorithm for learning predicates using Simulated Annealing.
The shape of the Gain Function
The outcome of the learning algorithm (explanations as PSI-L sequences), is strongly dependent on the method used to compute the Gain for a split. We observe the general shape of the Gain function and use this understanding to develop an integrated approach that learns new predicates and timing relations at each decision node aimed at improving the quality of the prefix sequences learned. 
Variations of Gain with Temporal Positions
Given an existing constraint set C (possibly empty -at the root of the tree), a candidate predicate P , and its temporal position i in the sequence, the Gain is dependent on the resulting pseudotarget association. Theorem 1. The Gain, of placing predicate P in bucket index i, monotonically increases with an increase in i. Initially, at the root of the decision tree, the constraint set, C, is empty. Hence, asb increases, a larger fraction of the truth of P would be covered by the pseudo-target Eb. This would cause the quantum of counter-examples for both true and false states of P and it's association with E to reduce, leading to a reduced entropy, and therefore an increase in Gain. Hence asb increases, the Gain would monotonically increase remain stagnant at a plateau. This is depicted in Figure 9 .
When the constraint set, C, is non-empty, i.e. there is at least one element Q, j ∈ C, the following cases arise: (Figure 10 ) : The end-match of the sequence C ∪ P, i is computed by adding [0 : (b − i) × k] to the end-match of C. While maintaining i < b, as i increases, i.e. i is a bucket further from the target, but closer to the end-match of C (depicted in Figure 10 ), the length of the end-match of the resulting constraint-set C ∪ P, i , monotonically decreases. For larger differences between b and i (smaller values of i), the end-match is wider, hence the potential for counter-examples (with respect to the target) is higher. Therefore, as i increases, the entropy monotonically decreases. (Figure 11 ) : For constraint-set C, either bucket i, (B i ), is empty or non-empty. When P is placed in bucket i ≥ b, B i = B i ∪ P, i . We have the following two cases:
[b ≤ i]
(a) B i is non-empty: On adding P to bucket i, let The interval list of P is intersected with the interval list of B i and therefore the resulting bucket has the interval list I(B i ) ⊆ I(B i ).
(b) B i is empty: Let h be the smallest bucket index, h > i, such that B h = φ, and let j be the largest bucket index, j < i, such that B j = φ. If such a index h does not exist, then i is the largest index non-empty bucket in the prefix, while the case that j does not exist is not possible under the present case (b ≤ i).
If B h = φ, then the forward influence of B h on B j is computed as follows:
However, on adding P in bucket i, h > i > j, the forward influence of B h on B j is computed as follows:
Hence, Ω ⊆ Θ. The potentially reduced forward influence on B j similarly propagates toward reducing the end-match for the sequence having P in bucket i. A reduced endmatch has lesser potential for entropy, and therefore yields a higher gain, or leaves the gain unchanged.
Variations of Gain with Predicate parameters
In this work, we assume a finite set of parameterized predicate templates. These predicate templates are of the form x c, where ∈ {<, >, =}. Coupled with the Boolean operator for negation, all relational predicates may be formed. Proposition 3. The containment property of inequalities implies an equivalent containment property for interval lists; that is, the following holds:
(P 1 → P 2 ) ⇒ (I(P 1 ) ⊆ I(P 2 )) and similarly,
For instance, for predicates P 1 ≡ (x < 10) and P 2 ≡ (x < 20), I(P 1 ) ⊆ I(P 2 ). Given a relational operator , a partial ordering therefore exists between the predicates that can be generated using the template associated with . Theorem 2. For a predicate template x c, for variable x, as c varies monotonically, making the predicate weaker, the variation in gain is non-monotonic. Interval Lists of Predicates P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , and Target E. Here, P 1 → P 2 → P 3 , I(P 1 ) ⊆ I(P 2 ) ⊆ I(P 3 ). The index of the bucket where a predicate may be placed in the sequence is i.
Proof. As the constant parameter c, for predicate x c, varies making the predicate weaker (moving from P 1 to P 2 , for instance, in Figure 12 ), the interval list for the predicate being true becomes wider, while the interval list for the predicate being false shrinks. The entropy contributions redistribute between the two states of the predicate. This results in unpredictable variations in the Gain.
The entropy contributed by the truth state of a predicate (P or ¬P ), in general, depends on the truth distribution of the target with respect to the truth of the predicate. As a predicate's parameter is varied, making it weaker, the negation of the predicate becomes stronger. As more time points are added to the weaker predicate, the entropy it contributes depends on the proportion of time of the target's truth that overlaps with the truth of the now weaker predicate. If this quantity is disproportionate to the widening of the predicate's truth intervals, then the entropy contributed would be larger.
For a predicate being made stronger, a similar situation arises. If the time intervals of the target's truth states do not proportionately reduce, as the truth intervals for the predicate shrink, the entropy contributed by the stronger predicate would increase.
Observe the truth of predicates E and P 1 in Figure 12 . Observe that P 2 and P 3 are weaker than P 1 . For P 2 , the weakness disproportionately adds time points for ¬E to the time points where P 2 is true, while for ¬P 2 , time points for ¬E reduces, resulting in an increase in the entropy for the choice of P 2 in temporal position zero from 0.48 for P 1 to 0.49 for P 2 . However, for P 3 , the weakness yields an increase in the overlap for both E and ¬E, with more of an overlap for ¬E, which in turn reduces the entropy from 0.48 for P 1 to 0.46 for P 3 .
Since the variation of Gain with predicate parameters depends solely on the data-set and the relationships therein, we use optimization techniques over the space of predicate parameters to compute the predicate instance, and its temporal (bucket) position, that together yield the best Gain.
Mining Predicates within the Decision Tree
Simulated Annealing is a combinatorial optimization search technique introduced in the early '80s [32, 45] and was inspired by the simulation of the annealing of solids; hence the name. The physical process of annealing involves using a heat bath heated to high temperatures, at which particles of the solid rearrange themselves haphazardly forming a liquid. The temperature of the heat bath is gradually reduced, so as to allow the particles of the solid to arrange themselves in the minimal energy state of a corresponding lattice. This outcome is likely only if the initial temperature of the heat bath is sufficiently high and the cooling takes place at a rate that is sufficiently slow. The interested reader is referred to [34] for a detailed study of the algorithm of Simulated Annealing used to solve combinatorial optimization problems, along with a proof of asymptotic convergence.
In our study, we use Simulated Annealing to determine the attributes on which to split the decision tree at each node; the predicate and its position in time relative to the target as arguments that maximize the Gain. We describe the important elements and terms used in the algorithm below.
1. Configuration: The configuration represents the state that we wish to perturb, with the aim of bringing it to a low energy level. At each decision tree node, the configuration is the constraint set C and a choice of a candidate predicate P in a temporal position in the past relative to the target. A perturbation is a change made the parameters of P and to the temporal position.
Generation Mechanism:
A generation mechanism is required so that given a configuration C, a new configurationĈ may be created by perturbing the predicate parameter and temporal position. In the algorithm, the value of the control parameter (temperature) is used to define the size of the perturbation.
3. Configuration Neighbourhood: The amount of perturbation is controlled by the control parameter (temperature), and defined the neighbourhood of a configuration. we aim to maximize the cost.
5.
Control Parameter/Temperature Schedule: The temperature schedule determines how the temperature changes in every iteration of the Annealing Algorithm, that is the rate of change of temperature with time. While many alternatives are possible, including a linear schedule, a geometric schedule [32] , and Dynamic schedules [1] , we use a linear schedule, as this gives us promising results. We also allow provisions for using other temperature schedules.
The Simulated Annealing algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3. The algorithm computes the best predicate (one with the highest Gain) that may be placed in a specific bucket index (temporal) position relative to the target. The time-series contains timestamped valuations for variables of the system being recorded. For each variable in the time-series, and each relational operator, a simulated annealing is used to compute the best predicate.
In the algorithm, Line 2 computes the entropy for the present node. In line 5, the function getRange(x, T ) computes the domain of the variable x in the trace T . The function schedue(i) in Line 10 returns the value of the control parameter (temperature) for the given value of i. A number of schedules may be used to compute the control parameter value over time, some of which are detailed in [34] . In line 20, the function random(a, b) returns a random real number between a and b, a, b ∈ R.
The Prefix Sequence mining algorithm uses Algorithm 3 to learn predicates at each decision tree node.
Summary
The quality of a formal specification relies on the domain expert's anticipation of the potential bad behaviours (safety properties) and expected good behaviours (liveness properties). A significant volume of bugs detected late in the design cycle are attributed to the fact that the domain expert did not think of the causal relations in the relevant scenarios. An assertion miner can identify those causal relationships within a system which did not occur to the domain expert. This is relevant in various signal domains; including cyber-physical systems, medical, smart-grids, transportation, etc. Given a set of predicates over the variables of the hybrid system, the nk-PSI-Miner presented in this article is able to mine cause ⇒ effect time patterns from Booleanized traces of hybrid systems. The causes are in the form of sequences of Boolean expressions over the given predicates separated in time from one another, that when combined in that sequence are likely to be the cause of a given target predicate. The predicates themselves can come from domain knowledge or be mined using techniques involving simulated annealing using the measure of gain as the optimization function. We discuss methods for measuring the goodness of the prefixes mined and mechanisms for decision tree pruning and preventing over-fitting using these measures.
A mechanism for mining predicates in-the-loop is also provided that takes into account timing constraints from the prefix sequence. We provide insights into the shape of the Gain function for temporal sequences and present a methodology for learning predicates that maximize gain for a given bucket position. For a candidate predicate, the Gain increases monotonically with an increase in the index of the bucket in which the predicate is placed. However, for a given bucket index, the Gain varies with the choice of parameter for a predicate template in unpredictable ways, indicating a deep correlation between the choice of parameter and the target's truth, which in turn depends on the relations that exist in the time-series. This is precisely the challenge we address here, that is, learning the potential causal relations and dependencies that exist in the data.
Our intention is to extend this article with results from a variety of domains.
